Do you have to be human to work for the police? The world is full of animals. Some are pets, some are wild, some are extinct but only one animal regularly helps police solve crimes.

Some animals have a better sense of smell than humans and can track a suspect or find evidence just by odor, and some animals can run faster and longer than humans plus go places a person could not get to easily.

Color the police hat below then color the animals on the following pages, only one of these can really be a policeman. Circle the answer - 'yes' or 'no' if the animal can join a police force.

Cut out the hat and try it on the heads of all the animals then glue it onto the head of the animal who can help police solve crimes.
Can a BEAR be a policeman?

YES  NO

(Well - maybe Smokey the Bear)
Can a **DOG** be a policeman?

**YES**  **NO**
Can a PARROT or a TURTLE be a policeman?

YES  NO
Can an ELEPHANT be a policeman?

YES     NO
Can a TRICERATOPS be a policeman?

YES    NO
Can a **MOUSE** be a policeman?

YES  NO